
INSTALLATION

(UKST018 SEDIMENT TRAP KIT)

The UKST018 Compact 1.8 Litre Sediment Trap 
Package is supplied complete with the following
materials to aid with installation: 

! (1) 1 1/2" x 7" sink tailpiece 
! (1) 1 1/2" trap tailpiece 
! (2) 1 1/2" slip-joint washers 
! (4) 1 1/2" slip-joint nuts 
! (1) 1 1/2" flat washer 
! (2) O-Ring 
! Complete instructions

IMPORTANT NOTES
Do not use this Sediment Trap in
environments where very hot waste water is
run directly to drain unless you are able to
run cold water at the same time. 
Ideal maximum temperature of 38°C.

Hot liquids and solids could potentially deform the

plastic collector  bottles and cause a leak. 

When switching the bottles, make sure to smear a

little petroleum jelly onto the top edge of the

replacement bottle (not the threads) to prevent the

rubber "O"-Ring from dragging and to help create

a leak-free seal.
 

To see our complete product

range, please visit

www.ukh2o.co.uk
Tel: 0845 1 700 500 ""## Fax: 01903 249 569
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OTHER IMPORTANT MEASUREMENTS

Actual Measurements:

Bottles only without lid, from top of threads to bottom (some are slightly rounded up 
to nearest discernable mm).

0.5 Litre = 102mm

0.9 Litre = 166mm

1.2 Litre = 127mm

1.8 Litre = 185mm

3.7 Litre = 248mm

127mm = Widest diameter of 1.8 litre bottle

140mm = Height of Sediment Trap without bottle installed from top of the

                 threads that attach to the sink pipe to the bottom of the trap. 

318mm = Physical height of ST18 (with bottle installed) from top of the threads

                 that attach to the sink pipe to the bottom of the bottle. The top of the threads 

                 to the drain pipe are slightly lower.

267mm = width of the Sediment Trap from the outer edge of the sink pipe to the

                 outer edge of the valve stem (left to right, as it appears in photos). This width 

                 is constant, regardless of bottle attached.
 

NOTE:  Keep in mind that the bottles will need to unscrew from the Sediment 

Trap for replacement. Allow approximately 50mm of free space below to

change bottles easily. UKST037 trap kits require support such as a baton or similar 
(not supplied).
  

Maintenance is required when

solids reach the designated fill

line.

We recommended applying a

small amount of Vaseline on the

top of new bottle.

Place the new, empty bottle

under the valve and open
The water in the upper portion

of the trap will drain down....

. . . below the threads on the

bottle,
allowing removal of first bottle

with no chance of water

spillage.

Then place the bottle with the

drained water onto the body of

the trap.

By closing the valve and placing

lid on full bottle, maintenance is

complete.
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